
  
 

 

 
  

 
01 October 2020

RE: LGBCE Draft Recommendations - London Borough of Havering

Dear sir/madam,

With reference to the Local Government Boundary Commission for England's 
(LGBCE) Draft Recommendations for 'New electoral arrangements for Havering 
Council', we would like to provide a response on behalf of the Upminster and 
Cranham Residents' Association (UCRA) to the current consultation.

Firstly, we would like to acknowledge the work put in by LGBCE staff in preparing the
draft recommendations in difficult circumstances, not only due to the current 
pandemic but also having to assess conflicting submissions from different groups 
within Havering. 

Whilst the UCRA submission to the original consultation covered the whole of the 
borough, this response concentrates on the proposed Upminster, Cranham and 
Emerson Park wards. However, we would like to make a small number of comments 
on the draft recommendations for the rest of Havering.

 The LGBCE proposal for the creation of new Romford Town North and 
Romford Town South wards, to encompass the commercial centre of Romford,
surrounded by five other more residential wards, is appropriate for this area of 
Romford. We would therefore support their retention, unchanged, in the final 
LGBCE recommendations.

 Subject to our detailed comments later in this submission, we support the 
retention of Rainham and Wennington Ward as a single, three-member ward, 
rather that the London Borough of Havering's original proposal to split it into a 
two-member ward and a one-member ward.

Emerson Park Ward

With regard to the LGBCE proposals for a reconfigured Emerson Park Ward, taking 
into account the need to increase the number of registered voters to meet electoral 
equality, we would support the proposals made in the Draft Recommendations. In 
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particular, moving the western ward boundary to follow the line of the River 
Ravensbourne and the northern boundary to follow the A127 are both supported. 

Whilst acknowledging that the Dury Falls Estate, in the south-east corner of the 
proposed Emerson Park Ward, has been an integral part of Cranham Ward for many 
years, we also recognise that the only access road onto the estate is from the 
Emerson Park (west) side and there is therefore a valid reason to transfer it into 
Emerson Park Ward. However, there is one minor alteration that we would propose.

At the eastern end of Berkeley Close, there is a footway that leads from the close to 
Hall Lane, Upminster (opposite Upminster Railway Station - see green line on map 
below). This footway is used by several hundred residents of the Dury Falls Estate 
every day, either to gain access to the station or the shops in Upminster town centre, 
whilst having very little use by anyone not living on or visiting the estate. It is often 
the subject of contact by residents to ward councillors, due to issues with lighting or 
pruning of bushes etc. We would therefore propose that this footway be included
in the new Emerson Park Ward, as it would seem inappropriate for Cranham 
Ward councillors to retain jurisdiction over the alley, whilst the rest of the Dury 
Falls Estate is transferred into Emerson Park Ward.
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Upminster and Cranham Wards

The one area of the LGBCE's Draft Recommendations that we believe require 
detailed amendments, are the proposals for the reconfigured Upminster and 
Cranham wards. This is for a number of reasons.

1. Whilst we reluctantly accept that to keep within set electoral variance limits, 
the two wards of Upminster and Cranham will have to reduce from a total of 
six councillors to five, we believe that the proposal for Upminster Ward to go 
down to two councillors, while Cranham Ward becomes dominant, expanding 
in both geographical and electoral size and retaining three councillors, is 
flawed for the reasons detailed overleaf, and should be reversed.

2. The inclusion of the southern end of the Corbets Tey area of Upminster in the 
reconfigured Rainham and Wennington Ward, would move a section of what 
has always been an integral part of Upminster into a ward where it has no 
physical or community ties. Indeed, the LGBCE seem to acknowledge this in 
point 57 (p.14) of the Draft Recommendations, where it is stated that 'We 
noted that this would result in a small area of housing in Corbets Tey being 
placed within Rainham & Wennington ward but concluded that it was not 
possible to move this into our proposed Upminster ward and achieve good 
electoral equality.'  

In addition, the Draft Recommendations bisect the Corbets Tey Conservation 
Area, which was designated by the London Borough of Havering in 1990, with 
some residential areas outside of the conservation area boundary on the 
Upminster side, being moved into Rainham and Wennington Ward, while a 
section of the conservation area itself would remain in Upminster Ward (see 
https://www.havering.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/120/corbets_tey_conserv
ation_area_appraisal.pdf and 
https://www.havering.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/119/corbets_tey_conserv
ation_area.pdf ).

Since the publication of the Draft Recommendations, the UCRA have been 
contacted by large numbers of residents who are very strongly opposed to this
proposal, and it is likely that the LGBCE will have received a number of 
objections to it. 

3. Similarly, the residents of the small number of farms and hamlets in rural 
areas to the south-west of Upminster, have always seen themselves as being 
part of the community of Upminster, rather than being connected with the 
largely industrial nature of Rainham. We have been contacted by a number of 
residents of these tiny communities, asking that they be retained in Upminster 
Ward.
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Historic and Community Background

Upminster has existed for at least a thousand years, being recorded in the 
Domesday Book of 1086 (as Upmunstra). Significant development first started in the 
17th century and expanded to such a degree that Upminster Railway Station was 
opened in1885 and gas street lighting introduced to the town in 1905. Cranham, on 
the other hand, remained largely undeveloped until the 1930's. Upminster has a large
shopping centre (the second biggest in Havering, after Romford), whilst Cranham 
has two relatively small shopping areas (Front Lane/Moor Lane and Avon Road). 

Upminster is clearly identified by local people as the main town, with Cranham being 
a sub-district. Cranham is also seen as being to the north and east of the main town 
centre but not to the south. This is demonstrated by the Cranham village sign (see 
picture below), showing the 'entrance to Cranham', being located in Front Lane north 
of the junction with St. Mary's Lane. 

To the wider population, most people in the London area have heard of Upminster, if 
nothing else than for having the station at the eastern end of the District Line and for 
being shown on the BBC map during their regional weather reports. The name 
Cranham, however, is largely unknown outside of Havering.

In the rural south-east of the area, the village of North Ockendon is clearly identified 
as a separate entity but is placed into the reconfigured Cranham Ward by the 
LGBCE's recommendations. Whilst the village's residents identify themselves as 
being part of the wider Upminster area, they do not have any direct community links 
with Cranham.

Taking all of these points together, the UCRA would argue that it would make far 
more sense for Upminster Ward to continue to retain the areas around Corbets Tey 
(including nearby small rural communities) and North Ockendon, whilst Cranham 
Ward also retains its current position, largely to the north of the area.
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Upminster and Cranham Residents' Association Proposals

The UCRA proposals are for the LGBCE recommendations to be reconfigured in the 
following ways, resulting in Upminster Ward having three councillors and Cranham 
Ward, two.

This involves three changes from the LGBCE Draft Recommendations - 

 The Corbets Tey area and some surrounding rural areas (approximately 660 
voters in 2025) would move from the reshaped Rainham & Wennington Ward 
back into Upminster Ward.

 North Ockendon and the rural areas to the east of Upminster would move 
back into Upminster Ward from Cranham Ward (approximately 1,820 voters). 
This would leave the boundary between Upminster and Cranham wards being 
the railway line leading from Upminster towards Basildon.

 A small number of roads immediately to the north-west of Upminster Station 
would move from Cranham Ward to Upminster Ward (approximately 500 
voters). This is to ensure electoral equality but would otherwise not affect the 
balance of the two wards to any degree.

The LGBCE Draft Recommendations and the UCRA's proposed amendments would 
result in the following electoral figures (estimated for UCRA figures), all of which 
would be within the prescribed allowable variance -

LGBCE - Draft     Number of Estimated 2025
Recommendations     councillors         electorate Variance

Upminster Ward        2         8,390     +9%

Cranham Ward        3       10,820      -7%

Rainham & Wen. Ward 3       11,495      -1%

     Number of  Estimated 2025
UCRA Proposals       councillors         electorate  Variance

Upminster Ward        3       11,370     -2%

Cranham Ward        2         8,500     +9%

Rainham & Wen. Ward 3       10,835      -7%
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UCRA Proposals Map

The altered boundary between Upminster and Rainham and Wennington wards 
would run (north to south) from the junction of Park Farm Road and Berwick Pond 
Road, along the following - 

South, along Berwick Pond Road to the junction with Little Gerpins Lane.
Then east, along Little Gerpins Lane to the junction with Gerpins Lane.
Then south, along Gerpins Lane to the junction  with Warwick Lane.
Then east along Warwick Lane until it reaches the borough boundary

The small area immediately north-west of Upminster Station that would be in 
Upminster Ward consists of Waldergrave Gardens, Engayne Gardens, Ashburnham 
Gardens and the west side of Hall Lane up to the start of the golf course (17-77 Hall 
Lane and Hurstwood Court). 
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Cranham

Key

Cranham Ward – Black lined area
Upminster Ward – Red lined area
Rainham & Wennington Ward – Blank area

Cranham



Conclusion

The Upminster and Cranham Residents' Association recognises the difficult task the 
Boundary Commission had in producing comprehensive draft recommendations for 
new ward boundary arrangements for the London Borough of Havering, especially 
with the restrictions imposed by the current pandemic. 

Whilst, in general terms, we support the LGBCE's recommendations for much of the 
borough, for the two wards of Upminster and Cranham, we feel that they fail to take 
into account the different community identities of each, particularly the expansion of 
Cranham Ward far outside of its natural boundaries and the transferral of part of the 
Corbets Tey area of Upminster into Rainham and Wennington Ward. 

The UCRA's proposed amendments, including Upminster Ward retaining three 
councillors and Cranham Ward having two, would redress both issues, whilst 
meeting the LGBCE's other stated criteria of electoral equality and effective and 
convenient local government.
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